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The timeless romance of Fitzwilliam Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet is put to the test in this tale of mistakes, miscommunications, and misunderstandings. In an effort to comfort his soulmate, Fitzwilliam Darcy mistakenly compromises the woman he loves. As her family
whisks her away to protect her reputation, he finds himself at a loss as to why she disappeared. A natural disaster, a catastrophic illness, and a colossal misunderstanding, all result in the couple missing opportunities to share their lives and grow together. With the help
of friends and family, the circumstances which divide them eventually serve to unite their hearts as one.
A sparkling contemporary retelling of Pride and Prejudice set in the tantalizing world of New York City burlesque, perfect for fans of The Kiss Quotient and The Roommate. After a betrayal derailed her interior design career, Liz Bennet found a fresh start in New York.
Now an executive assistant by day and stage kitten by night, she’s discovered a second home with the performers at Meryton, Manhattan’s top-tier burlesque venue. Love’s the last thing on her mind when she locks eyes with Will Darcy across the crowded club, yet the
spark between them is undeniable—that is, until she overhears the uptight wealth manager call her merely “tolerable.” Bennet is determined to write Darcy off, but once their besties fall head-over-heels, they’re thrown into each other’s orbit again and again. Each
encounter begins to feel more heated than the last, but is their chemistry enough to topple that terrible first impression? What’s more, when a charming newcomer arrives on the scene with accusations against Darcy, and a sudden development leaves Meryton’s fate in
jeopardy, Bennet will have to decide who to trust in time to salvage her design dreams, her heart, and the stage she shares with her found family⋯
After a betrayal like Wickham's there's no hope for a second chance... Will Darcy is in Dallas to close a merger, not to rekindle an old flame. And there's no room left in his heart for George Wickham, his childhood friend and the man who squandered every opportunity
ever given to him. It doesn't matter that he still feels all that old desire when they're in a room together. The past belongs in the past. George Wickham has no idea of the secret merger planned between his company and Pemberley Industries—not until a last minute
reassignment brings Wickham onto the transition team. Without warning, he's in face-to-face negotiations with the only man he's ever loved. Forgiveness is impossible after what he did a decade ago, but that doesn't mean he doesn't still want. Their passionate
encounters in the boardroom lead them to the bedroom, but is it just a fling? Or can Wickham prove he's a better man than he once was and gain Darcy's trust for good? Darcy and Wickham steam up the pages of this modern day Pride and Prejudice interpretation.
Darcy's UltimatumA Pride and Prejudice Variation
A Large Print Pride and Prejudice Novel Variation
Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife by Linda Berdoll; Mr. Darcy's Diary by Amanda Grange; and Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall Become One bySharon Lathan
Darcy Does Dallas
Mr. Darcy's Brides
An Unrequited Love
A Pride and Prejudice Variation

Enter the world of Sense & Sensibility, Mansfield Park, and Persuasion with this beautifully realized puzzle collection that transports you to Jane Austen's England--a land of polite
intrigue and conjugal contrivance. Permit yourself the indulgence of an interval of recreation and amusement to make your acquaintance with the riddles and conundrums contained within; for
you are sure to receive no inconsiderable pleasure from the puzzling over and resolving of them. Your quest for an amiable distraction will be over, leaving your curiosity entirely
satisfied. Puzzles there are plenty, clues there are many, and the pages are handsomely decorated with fine engravings entirely suited to the subject matter. "Really, Mr. Collins," cried
Elizabeth with some warmth, "you puzzle me exceedingly. . ."--Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice
Will Darcy is given an ultimatum by his father: propose to his cousin, Anne De Bourgh, by his next birthday or lose his inheritance. Angered, he agrees to travel to Hertfordshire with his
friend Bingley, hoping to either reconcile himself to his fate or figure out a way out of it. At a local assembly ball, he meets a young gentlewoman who makes his blood surge. He
compromises her, and insists they marry. Lizzy Bennet is the second child of a local landowner. She's intelligent, witty, and curious about everything. She is eager to meet her new
neighbor's friend, but he insults her before she gets the chance. She is surprised later in their acquaintance when he first compromises her, then demands that she marry him. With little
other choice, she agrees. What will happen when Will's father finds out about his marriage? Will Lizzy come to regret giving in to Darcy's demand?
With her temptingly large dowry, the beautiful and talented Georgiana Darcy catches the eye of numerous suitors, not all of whom wish to marry purely for love. As Georgiana navigates the
treacherous waters of courtship, her story becomes intertwined with that of Anne de Bourgh, her wealthy but painfully awkward cousin, who stirs up trouble when she sets her sights on a
young gentleman with a rank far below her own. In so doing, Anne encounters the opposition of her proud and domineering mother, the formidable Lady Catherine de Bourgh, and sets in motion a
chain of events that brings a damaging secret to light and threatens to destroy Georgiana's dreams of happiness. Intrigues, gossip, and elopements further complicate Georgiana's efforts to
find love and avoid the snares of fortune-hunters. Written in a sparkling, witty, humorous style on par with Jane Austen's own in Pride and Prejudice, Alice Isakova's Georgiana Darcy
continues the tale that has delighted readers for over two centuries.
Traveling to Europe with her friends to marry Walter, author-turned-vampire Jane Austen is astonished when a husband from her past objects during the ceremony and reveals his own vampire
nature, a situation that prompts an uproarious trip down memory lane. By the author of Jane Bites Back. Original. 12,000 first printing.
Darcy's Ultimatum
A Pride and Prejudice Mystery
In Default of Heirs Male
Ingenious Riddles & Vexing Dilemmas Inspired by Jane Austen's Novels
Death Takes a Holiday at Pemberley
Acclaimed by Jane Austen fans around the world, Linda Berdoll, Amanda Grange, and Sharon Lathan have spun rousing tales of Darcy and Elizabeth to collectively more than half a million raving fans. Now dive into the world of Jane Austen continuations and sequels with
these three reader favorites, one each from three of the world's most renowned authors in the genre. This bundle includes three full novels: Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife, by Linda Berdoll; Mr. Darcy's Diary, by Amanda Grange; and Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall Become
One, by Sharon Lathan. Fun, funny, and true to the voice and spirit of Jane herself, these three books will bring you to Pemberley and take you places you never expected! About the Books in This Bundle: Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife, by Linda Berdoll Hold on to your bonnets! This
sexy, epic, hilarious, poignant and romantic sequel to Pride and Prejudice goes far beyond Jane Austen. Linda Berdoll, author of Darcy & Elizabeth: Nights and Days at Pemberley, delivers a fun, steamy story that's been embraced by hundreds of thousands of fans. Every
woman wants to be Elizabeth Bennet Darcy-beautiful, gracious, universally admired, strong, daring and outspoken-a thoroughly modern woman in crinolines. And every woman will fall madly in love with Mr. Darcy-tall, dark and handsome, a nobleman and a heartthrob whose
virility is matched only by his utter devotion to his wife. Their passion is consuming and idyllic-essentially, they can't keep their hands off each other-through a sweeping tale of adventure and misadventure, human folly and numerous mysteries of parentage. Mr. Darcy's Diary, by
Amanda Grange Monday 9th September "I left London today and met Bingley at Netherfield Park. I had forgotten what good company he is; always ready to be pleased and always cheerful. After my difficult summer, it is good to be with him again. ..." The only place Darcy
could share his innermost feelings was in the private pages of his diary. Torn between his sense of duty to his family name and his growing passion for Elizabeth Bennet, all he can do is struggle not to fall in love. Mr. Darcy's Diary presents the story of the unlikely courtship of
Elizabeth Bennet and Fitzwilliam Darcy from Darcy's point of view. This graceful imagining and sequel to Pride and Prejudice explains Darcy's moodiness and the difficulties of his reluctant relationship as he struggles to avoid falling in love with Miss Bennet. Though seemingly
stiff and stubborn at times, Darcy's words prove him also to be quite devoted and endearing- - qualities that eventually win over Miss Bennet's heart. This continuation by Amanda Grange, bestselling author of Mr. Darcy, Vampyre, is charming and elegant, much like Darcy
himself. "Absolutely fascinating. Amanda Grange seems to have really got under Darcy's skin and retells the story, in diary form, with great feeling and sensitivity." - Historical Novel Society Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall Become One, by Sharon Lathan Sharon Lathan,
author of In the Arms of Mr. Darcy, presents Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy, a fascinating portrait of a timeless, consuming love -- and the sweetest, most romantic Jane Austen sequel. It's Darcy and Elizabeth's wedding day, and the journey is just beginning as Jane Austen's
beloved Pride and Prejudice characters embark on the greatest adventure of all: marriage and a life together filled with surprising passion, tender self-discovery, and the simple joys of every day. As their love story unfolds in this most romantic of Jane Austen sequels, Darcy and
Elizabeth reveal to each other how their relationship blossomed. From misunderstanding to perfect understanding and harmony, theirs is a marriage filled with romance, sensuality, and the beauty of a deep, abiding love.
"When Fitzwilliam Darcy, still smarting from Elizabeth Bennet's rejection, discovers she was forced to flee her home in disgrace owing to his actions, his course is clear. He must marry her. It is a matter of honor. All he has to do is find her and propose. Surely that will be simple
enough. But Elizabeth does not want to be found, especially not by Darcy. From the moment he entered her life, he has caused disaster after disaster. Now he has followed her all the way to Scotland, foolishly certain it's within his power to fix all her problems. But far more is at
stake than Darcy knows. Darcy's quest takes him from backstage at Edinburgh's Theatre Royal to the wilds of the Scottish Highlands, where mysterious Highlanders prove both friend and enemy. And now his search risks exposing long-hidden secrets that threaten his
happiness and her future. On the run and in danger, Elizabeth is forced to make impossible choices to protect those whom she loves, including Darcy. Her growing attraction to him is at war with her need for caution, and the stakes are impossibly high. Can she trust him to
continue to fight for her protection when he knows the whole truth? And if he does, will it be fore love, or will it merely a matter of honor"--Back cover.
Every woman wants to be Elizabeth Bennet Darcy—beautiful, gracious, universally admired, strong, daring and outspoken—a thoroughly modern woman in crinolines. And every woman will fall madly in love with Mr. Darcy—tall, dark and handsome, a nobleman and a
heartthrob whose virility is matched only by his utter devotion to his wife. Their passion is consuming and idyllic—essentially, they can't keep their hands off each other—through a sweeping tale of adventure and misadventure, human folly and numerous mysteries of parentage.
Hold on to your bonnets! This sexy, epic, hilarious, poignant and romantic sequel to Pride and Prejudice goes far beyond Jane Austen.
She didn’t expect to see him again… His eyes are as spiteful as they were two years ago! Darcy’s conservative father has always been against his daughter making her own way in the world. As a favor to her aunt, Darcy reluctantly agrees to attend her father’s retirement party,
where his successor will be announced. She is shocked, however, when the new president turns out to be none other than Joel Castille. Darcy absolutely despises this man after their nightmare encounter two years ago!
WIFE AGAINST HER WILL
Decisions and Consequences
Pride and Prejudice Continues
A Pride and Prejudice Vagary
The Mysterious Death of Mr. Darcy
The Disappearance of Georgiana Darcy
After a night of indiscriminate partying, Rachel sleeps with a close friend's fiancâe and is consumed with guilt, until the intensity of her feelings forces her to make a difficult choice.
Fitzwilliam Darcy, An Honourable Man is a Pride and Prejudice variation. Not a simple retelling, it is an intriguing new story that does not follow canon and it is rated for Mature audiences. Leaving England after his disastrous proposal was refused at Hunsford, Darcy spent two lonely years in Scotland and
Ireland before returning home to face Elizabeth Bennet, certain that he could regard her as an indifferent acquaintance. Events that transpired in his absence have left Elizabeth a changed woman. The victim of a marriage by deception to Count Stefano, she has suffered greatly at his hands. Will Mr. Darcy
rescue the woman he vowed to forget?
I much prefer the sharpest criticism of a single intelligent man to the thoughtless approval of the masses. ELIZABETH BENNET is determined that she will put a stop to her mother's plans to marry off the eldest Bennet daughter to Mr. Collins, the Longbourn heir, but a man that Mr. Bennet considers an
annoying dimwit. Hence, Elizabeth disguises herself as Jane and repeats her vows to the supercilious rector as if she is her sister, thereby voiding the nuptials and saving Jane from a life of drudgery. Yet, even the "best laid plans" can often go awry. FITZWILLIAM DARCY is desperate to find a woman who
will assist him in leading his sister back to Society after Georgiana's failed elopement with Darcy's old enemy George Wickham. He is so desperate that he agrees to Lady Catherine De Bourgh's suggestion that Darcy marry her ladyship's "sickly" daughter Anne. Unfortunately, as he waits for his bride to join
him at the altar, he realizes he has made a terrible error in judgement, but there is no means to right the wrong without ruining his cousin's reputation. Yet, even as he weighs his options, the touch of "Anne's" hand upon his sends an unusual "zing" of awareness shooting up Darcy's arm. It is only when he
realizes the "zing" has arrived at the hand of a stranger, who has disrupted his nuptials, that he breathes both a sigh of relief and a groan of frustration, for the question remains: Is Darcy's marriage to the woman legal? What if Fitzwilliam Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet met under different circumstances than
those we know from Jane Austen's classic tale: Circumstances that did not include the voices of vanity and pride and prejudice and doubt that we find in the original story? Their road to happily ever after may not, even then, be an easy one, but with the expectations of others removed from their relationship,
can they learn to trust each other long enough to carve out a path to true happiness?
Complete in one volume.Lady Catherine de Bourgh is prepared to be very generous when it comes to medical care for her sickly daughter, Anne - generous enough to lure noted physician Dr. Thomas Bennet to give up his London practice and move his family to Rosings Park. But his good income comes with a
price: complete dependence on his demanding patroness's every whim. Now the Bennet family is trapped, reliant on Lady Catherine for their survival. Their patroness controls every aspect of the Bennet household, from the shelves in the closet to the selection of suitors for the five Bennet daughters. Now she
has chosen a husband for headstrong Elizabeth Bennet- Mr. George Wickham. But Lady Catherine's nephew, Fitzwilliam Darcy, is not so sure about his aunt's choice. He is fascinated by the compassionate Elizabeth who seems to effortlessly understand everyone around her, including him. Lady Catherine has
other plans for Darcy, though, and she forbids Elizabeth to even speak to him. As Anne's health takes a turn for the worse, Darcy and Elizabeth are thrown together as Dr. Bennet struggles to save Anne's life. Darcy can no longer deny the truth - he is in love with Elizabeth Bennet. But Lady Catherine will do
anything to stop Darcy from marrying her - even if it means Elizabeth will lose everything she loves.Sweet Regency Romance
Waiting for Mr Darcy
A Variation on Pride and Prejudice
A Sequel to Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice
Colonel Fitzwilliam's Challenge
A Matter of Honor
An Unwavering Trust

When Fitzwilliam Darcy's arranged life falls to pieces, his father, Mr. George Darcy, gives him an ultimatum: Marry by the end of the London Season or risk disinheritance. Can Darcy cast aside society's
frigid attitude toward marriage and find true love? Or will his desire to honor his deceased mother's memory hold him back?Elizabeth Bennet faces the greatest challenge of her life: Find a husband by the
end of the London Season or be forced to marry the heir apparent of her family home, Mr. Collins. A romantic at heart, will Elizabeth find a gentlemen to meet her high expectations? After a disastrous
meeting, Darcy and Elizabeth determine not to like each other. But, the London Season has only begun...
What readers are saying "Whoa, Darcy!" "Some parts are hilarious and some a walk on the wild side for Austen characters. Curl up and enjoy!" "Tells the tale I always wanted to hear...how the Darcys lived
happily ever after..." "The only fault I found with this book was that it ended." Every woman wants to be Elizabeth Bennet Darcy-beautiful, gracious, universally admired, strong, daring and outspoken-a
thoroughly modern woman in crinolines. And every woman will fall madly in love with Mr. Darcy-tall, dark and handsome, a nobleman and a heartthrob whose virility is matched only by his utter devotion to
his wife. Their passion is consuming and idyllic-essentially, they can't keep their hands off each other-through a sweeping tale of adventure and misadventure, human folly and numerous mysteries of
parentage. Hold on to your bonnets! This sexy, epic, hilarious, poignant and romantic sequel to Pride and Prejudice goes far beyond Jane Austen.
Two unwanted marriage proposals. Two firm refusals. One ultimatum.Elizabeth Bennet has received and rejected two proposals of marriage in the last twelve hours. Unfortunately for her, between her mother's
insistence that she marry and some mysterious hold Mr. Darcy has over her father, she is forced to choose one.Fitzwilliam Darcy is a man in need of a wife. He has searched high and low but has yet to meet
someone who combines all the attributes he requires-until he meets Miss Elizabeth Bennet. Finding her pointed dislike of him refreshing, he decides he will marry her and investigates Mr. Bennet in the
hopes of finding some sort of leverage to force her to accept him.Though she chooses Darcy, Elizabeth is not happy. Will she eventually see that that the consequence of her decision could be a deep,
abiding love? Or will she-and Darcy-be miserable forever?If you like decisive heroes, devious schemes, and meddling relatives, this large print, novel-length Pride & Prejudice Variation from Zoe Burton is
for you. So grab your copy today!
A sweet romance inspired by Jane Austen's Pride & Prejudice. Though part of a series, this is a stand alone novel. When Anne de Bourgh discovers a letter which reveals a family secret long hidden, she
refuses to marry Fitzwilliam Darcy. This act of boldness infuriates her mother, Lady Catherine de Bourgh, and soon Anne finds herself without a home. Forced out of everything she has ever known, will Anne
have the courage to seek the truth from the letter? Will her health allow it? Most of all, can she avoid scandal if her family's secret is known? Luc Mauvier has led a life of freedom and success as a
small theater owner in town. His tragic past has taught him to enjoy life and its pleasures to the fullest. When he meets Anne de Bourgh, she is opposite to everything he has ever known and he is soon
reminded of how a gentleman should behave with a real lady. Can a tradesman win the heart of a lady? Even more important: Can he win Lady Catherine's approval? What Anne reveals about her past gives her
courage, but will it be enough?
Gay Pride and Prejudice Variation
Pride & Prejudice & Puzzles
An Unforgiving Temper
The acclaimed Pride and Prejudice sequel series
Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife
A Splendidly (un)suitable Match

A thrilling story of murder and betrayal filled with the scandal, wit, and intrigue characteristic of Austen’s classic novels Fitzwilliam Darcy is devastated. The joy of his recent wedding has been cut short by the news of the sudden death of his father’s beloved cousin, Samuel Darcy. Elizabeth and Darcy travel to
Dorset, a popular Regency resort area, to pay their respects to the well-traveled and eccentric Samuel. But this is no summer holiday. Danger bubbles beneath Dorset’s peaceful surface as strange and foreboding events begin to occur. Several of Samuel’s ancient treasures go missing, and then his body itself
disappears. As Darcy and Elizabeth investigate this mystery and unravel its tangled ties to the haunting legends of Dark Dorset, the legendary couple’s love is put to the test when sinister forces strike close to home. Some secrets should remain secrets, but Darcy will do all he can to find answers—even if it means
meeting his own end in the damp depths of a newly dug grave. With malicious villains, dramatic revelations and heroic gestures, The Mysterious Death of Mr. Darcy will keep Austen fans turning the pages right up until its dramatic conclusion.
In Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, what if Elizabeth never went to Pemberley? What if Fitzwilliam Darcy was not the only one with an unforgiving temper? What if the events in Ramsgate ended in an explosive conflict that set their course in another direction filled with implacable resentment and a
rapacious thirst for revenge? In Gail Head's version we have the captivating story of what Darcy and Elizabeth's journey might have been. --Back cover.
A love that will never be contained... In this collection of sensual intimates from Dear Dahlia authors, Alice Everley and Florence Prescott, you will join Elizabeth and Darcy through a series of challenges and setbacks, adventures and moments of stolen romance. Yet through it all, our darling couple always finds
their way back to each other. Included in this anthology from Dear Dahlia Publishing: A Scandal at Hunsford by Alice Everley A Daring Rescue by Florence Prescott Saving Longbourn by Alice Everley Each book in this anthology is a sensual and steamy Pride and Prejudice variation that is best read by those
over the age of 18.
A THRILLING NOVEL OF MALICIOUS VILLAINS, DRAMATIC REVELATIONS, AND HEROIC GESTURES THAT STAYS TRUE TO AUSTEN’S STYLE SHACKLED IN THE DUNGEON of a macabre castle with no recollection of her past, a young woman finds herself falling in love with her
captor—the estate’s master. Trusting him before she regains her memory and unravels the castle’s wicked truths would be a catastrophe. Far away at Pemberley, the Darcys happily gather to celebrate the marriage of Kitty Bennet. But a dark cloud sweeps through the festivities: Georgiana has disappeared
without a trace. Upon receiving word of his sister’s likely demise, Darcy and his wife, Elizabeth, set off across the English countryside, seeking answers in the unfamiliar and menacing Scottish moors. How can Darcy keep his sister safe from the most sinister threat she has ever faced when he doesn’t even know
if she’s alive? True to Austen’s style and rife with malicious villains, dramatic revelations and heroic gestures, this suspense-packed mystery places Darcy and Elizabeth in the most harrowing situation they have ever faced— finding Georgiana before it’s too late.
The Darcy Cousins
Mr. Darcy's Mistake
Pride and Prejudice and Mistletoe
Rumours & Recklessness
Jane Vows Vengeance
Jane Austen

Jane Austen is regarded as one of the greatest novelists in the English literary canon. This book presents a fresh account of her life, and proposes that she and her sister Cassandra fell out over a young clergyman,
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who the author identifies. It also suggests that, along with the Addison's disease that killed her, Jane Austen suffered from TB.
Two strangers with no one to turn to but each other... Fitzwilliam Darcy is in a difficult situation. His father is pressing him to propose marriage to the last woman in the world he would wish to take as his wife. With
a fortnight to announce his betrothal, he makes the acquaintance of Elizabeth Bennet, who is in a predicament of her own. Could Darcy be willing to consider Elizabeth as a solution to his problem and to hers? And
can Elizabeth ascertain enough of Darcy's character to trust him upon nothing but a first impression? Contains scenes with adult content
Fitzwilliam Darcy is desperate. Finally confronted with a woman who ignites all his hopes, he agonizes over the cruel trick of fate which placed her in a situation beneath his notice. The morning after the Netherfield
ball, he resolves to put as much distance between himself and her as possible. That very morning, however, Elizabeth's future is jeopardized by her father's untimely accident. With Mr Bennet unconscious and
surrounded by concerned neighbors, Mr Collins presses his suit. Elizabeth's mother frantically demands her acceptance to secure the familiy's welfare. With so many witnesses to his proposal and everyone expecting
her to make a practical choice, Elizabeth's reputation hangs in the balance. Without her father to defend her refusal of Mr Collins, there is no one to speak up for her... except the last man in the world she would ever
marry.
Fortunes may be won or lost, but there is only one Mr. Darcy! Mrs. Bennet wins the lottery! When the battle ensues over how to invest their new wealth, Elizabeth Bennet sees an opportunity to reunite her
heartbroken sister with Mr. Bingley in London. Once in town, Elizabeth befriends Miss Sophia Kingsley, a highly influential young lady in the beau monde, and soon finds herself in the midst of a society intolerant of
her family's improprieties. Fitzwilliam Darcy is drawn to Elizabeth Bennet's charming wit- despite her appalling family. But with the Season fast approaching, the competition to win Elizabeth's affection intensifies as
Mr. Gerard Gordon makes his intentions clear. Will Mrs. Bennets gambling and Mr. Bennet's indolence ruin Elizabeths chances of love and happiness before the London Season begins? Will Mr. Darcy overcome his
pride and the manipulations of his friends in order to marry the woman of his choice? Win, lose, or draw, our dear couple finds their happily ever after... we hope. Fortunes may be won or lost, but there is only one
Mr. Darcy! Mrs. Bennet wins the lottery! When the battle ensues over how to invest their new wealth, Elizabeth Bennet sees an opportunity to reunite her heartbroken sister with Mr. Bingley in London. Once in town,
Elizabeth befriends Miss Sophia Kingsley, a highly influential young lady in the beau monde, and soon finds herself in the midst of a society intolerant of her family's improprieties. Fitzwilliam Darcy is drawn to
Elizabeth Bennet's charming wit- despite her appalling family. But with the Season fast approaching, the competition to win Elizabeth's affection intensifies as Mr. Gerard Gordon makes his intentions clear. Will Mrs.
Bennets gambling and Mr. Bennet's indolence ruin Elizabeths chances of love and happiness before the London Season begins? Will Mr. Darcy overcome his pride and the manipulations of his friends in order to marry
the woman of his choice? Win, lose, or draw, our dear couple finds their happily ever after... we hope."
Time's Up
Mr Darcy
Mistaking Her Character
The Arabian Mistress
Robert Elsmere
A Pride and Prejudice Intimate
What will the master of Pemberley do when confronted with the mercurial whims of an all-powerful angel? In this romantic fantasy, the beloved couple from Jane Austen's Pride & Prejudice must contend with both human and unearthly
challenges. Are the fates against them? Or will their extraordinary love conquer all?
A young lady in disgrace should at least strive to behave with decorum... Dispatched from America to England under a cloud of scandal, Mr. Darcy's incorrigible American cousin, Clarissa Darcy, manages to provoke Lady Catherine de Bourgh,
Mr. Collins, and the parishioners of Hunsford all in one morning! And there are more surprises in store for that bastion of tradition, Rosings Park, when the family gathers for their annual Easter visit. Georgiana Darcy, generally a shy model of
propriety, decides to take a few lessons from her unconventional cousin, to the delight of a neighboring gentleman. Anne de Bourgh, encouraged to escape her "keeper" Mrs. Jenkinson, simply...vanishes. But the trouble really starts when
Clarissa and Georgiana both set out to win the heart of the same young man... Praise for the Darcy Cousins: "A humorous, stately romp through 19th-century England... An apt sequel to make Ms. Austen proud!" Historical Novel Reviews "The
Darcy Cousins is absolutely a must read for any Pride and Prejudice fan." - The Burton Review "Fairview is a definite treasure, and I look forward to more from her in the future." - All About Romance
An extraordinary woman in a turbulent era "Jane Austen herself would have been very well pleased." Beverley Wong, author of Pride & Prejudice Prudence The bestselling Pemberley Chronicles series continues the saga of the Darcys and
Bingleys from Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice and introduces imaginative new characters. Charming, beautiful, and intelligent, Cassandra Darcy is undeniably her father's daughter. When her brother Julian falters in his responsibilities as heir
to Pemberley, Darcy and Elizabeth turn in desperation to their daughter, and Cassy is thrust into the role of surrogate heir. It will take all of Cassy's inner strength and ingenuity to raise Julian's son, attend to her own happy marriage and
children, and keep Pemberley's tenants satisfied. When she is faced with a series of crises—her daughter appears to be involved in an unsuitable affair and her son is unwittingly drawn into a murder investigation—Cassy must act before
circumstances spin out of control. Set against a vivid backdrop of dramatic political and social changes sweeping England during the Victorian era, Mr. Darcy's Daughter is the remarkable story of a strong-minded woman in a man's world,
struggling to balance the competing demands of love and duty as a daughter, wife, mother, and sister. "With her crisp style, lively dialogue, and a seasoning of gentle humour, Ms. Collins's latest contribution should keep her readers well
satisfied." Book News
Begging for Prince Tariq Shazad ibn Zachir's mercy was the last thing Faye wanted to do. She hadn't seen Tariq for a year...since their wedding. But Faye's brother was imprisoned in Tariq's homeland, and only Tariq could grant his freedom.
Faye expected her meeting with the man she'd married to be tough, but Tariq's ultimatum took her breath away: become his mistress and her brother would be released!
Jane Austen's Pride & Prejudice Sequel Bundle: 3 Reader Favorites
Win, Lose, Or Darcy
Something Borrowed
Cobweb Bride
Darcy's Demand
A Novel

Waiting for Mr Darcy (A Pride & Prejudice Variation) Time and tide wait for no man and neither does Elizabeth Bennet. After waiting three long years for Fitzwilliam Darcy she’s finally made a new life for herself in London.
However old love runs deep and when they meet by chance in a railway station years later, all the love, passion and hurt from the past quickly comes to the surface. But will a second chance at love set them on the right
track or will they pass by once again bound for different destinations? Waiting for Mr Darcy is a Pride & Prejudice variation novella set in the late 1950’s.
Many are called... She alone can save the world and become Death's bride. COBWEB BRIDE (Cobweb Bride Trilogy, Book One) is a history-flavored fantasy novel with romantic elements of the Persephone myth, about
Death's ultimatum to the world. What if you killed someone and then fell in love with them? In an alternate Renaissance world, somewhere in an imaginary "pocket" of Europe called the Kingdom of Lethe, Death comes, in
the form of a grim Spaniard, to claim his Bride. Until she is found, in a single time-stopping moment all dying stops. There is no relief for the mortally wounded and the terminally ill.... Covered in white cobwebs of a
thousand snow spiders she lies in the darkness... Her skin is cold as snow... Her eyes frozen... Her gaze, fiercely alive... While kings and emperors send expeditions to search for a suitable Bride for Death, armies of the
undead wage an endless war... A black knight roams the forest at the command of his undead father... Spies and political treacheries abound at the imperial Silver Court.... Murdered lovers find themselves locked in the
realm of the living... Look closer--through the cobweb filaments of her hair and along each strand shine stars... And one small village girl, Percy--an unwanted, ungainly middle daughter--is faced with the responsibility of
granting her dying grandmother the desperate release she needs. As a result, Percy joins the crowds of other young women of the land in a desperate quest to Death's own mysterious holding in the deepest forests of the
North... And everyone is trying to stop her. "... Nazarian writes clean and true prose ..." --Publishers Weekly "Fans of period fantasy and those who like stories that feel like fairy tales should appreciate this skillful novel by
the twice Nebula Award-nominated author of Dreams of the Compass Rose and The Duke in His Castle." --Library Journal
A sweet romance inspired by Jane Austen's Pride & Prejudice. Colonel Richard Fitzwilliam is a hopeful romantic who cannot afford to marry for love. When he is offered a new assignment with the promise of a promotion, he
eagerly accepts- only to find himself immersed in a world of intrigue and lies. Adelaide Mauvier is a successful dressmaker on the verge of attaining everything she thought she wanted. When she is thrown into Colonel
Fitzwilliam's company, she begins to think there might be more to life than her ambitions. As the colonel gets closer to the truth, he finds out that people are not always what you believe them to be. Will he fall in love
while catching a traitor? Or worse... will he fall in love with a spy?"
Longbourn estate in Hertfordshire, home of the Bennet family, is entailed. Armed with this unfortunate knowledge, the females of the family have long lived with the threat of eviction from their beloved home should Mr.
Bennet pass away before his time. When the unthinkable happens, the Bennet ladies prepare to leave their home as the heir arrives to take control of his inheritance. Salvation comes, however, by the most surprising of
news: Mrs. Bennet is with child. While waiting for the child to be born, Elizabeth takes control over the estate, determined to save as much as possible in the brief season she has been given. Fortunately, the Netherfield
party arrives, and the attentions of the new master of the estate bring them all to hope that Jane, at least, will achieve her heart’s desire. But little does Elizabeth know she is also the subject of a gentleman’s interest, for
Mr. Darcy sees her as an excellent woman who is eager to uphold the trust with which her father favored her. Despite his feelings, Elizabeth is slow to understand the love that might be within her grasp, as she struggles
with her duty under the specter of the heir, who believes the Bennets have cheated him of his inheritance and will do whatever he can to ensure he gets what he believes is his.
An Honourable Man
Anne's Adversity
Harlequin Comics
Mr. Darcy's Daughter
Georgiana Darcy
A Pride & Prejudice Romantic Fantasy
Pride and Prejudice and Mistletoe from New York Times bestselling author, Melissa de la Cruz, is a sweet, sexy and hilarious gender-swapping, genre-satisfying re-telling, set in contemporary America and featuring one snooty Miss Darcy. Darcy Fitzwilliam is 29, beautiful, successful, and brilliant. She dates
hedge funders and basketball stars and is never without her three cellphones—one for work, one for play, and one to throw at her assistant (just kidding). Darcy’s never fallen in love, never has time for anyone else’s drama, and never goes home for Christmas if she can help it. But when her mother falls ill,
she comes home to Pemberley, Ohio, to spend the season with her family. Her parents throw their annual Christmas bash, where she meets one Luke Bennet, the smart, sardonic slacker son of their neighbor. Luke is 32-years-old and has never left home. He’s a carpenter and makes beautiful furniture, and is
content with his simple life. He comes from a family of five brothers, each one less ambitious than the other. When Darcy and Luke fall into bed after too many eggnogs, Darcy thinks it’s just another one night stand. But why can’t she stop thinking of Luke? What is it about him? And can she fall in love, or will
her pride and his prejudice against big-city girls stand in their way?
A Certain Appeal
Darcy and Elizabeth’s Great Romance: A Pride and Prejudice Sensual Intimate Anthology
Fitzwilliam Darcy
A Pride & Prejudice Variation
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